
   

               

 

 

Bulletin 2* 
 

                          race 7 - Luleå 25 May 2014 

 
5 - Sprint 23 May (WRE) 

6 - Middle 24 May (WRE) 
7 - Long 25 May (final with chasing start) 

 
 

                    - with Luletrippeln 2014    

 

 

 

On the top of Bälingeberget (Picture: Lars-Göran Norlin) 

                                                
* * To apply, as per SOFT’s ”Tävlingsregler för orientering v 2.0” §2.1.2, as an addition to the named regulations. 
  In case of inconsistency between this Bulletin 2 and the PM the PM will be the governing document. 
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ASSEMBLY 
Bälinge village, 14 km upstream from Luleå town centre, on the 
south side of the Luleälv river. 

TRAVEL INSTRUCTIONS 
Separate travel instructions explain how to reach the event. Please 
read these carefully as there are roadworks which affect the 
connecting roads to the event. 

PARKING 
Distance from parking to arena 200 m, fee 20 SEK.  

There is a shared entrance and exit to the car park. This means that 
traffic coming in will have priority before the event and traffic leaving 
will have priority after the event. Note that if you only intend to drop 
off runners please do not drive into the car park. The location of a 
marked drop-off point is given in the Travel Instructions. 

 
 

SILVA LEAGUE-SPECIFIK INFORMATION 
 
START LOTTING / PLACING OF RESERVES 
No start lotting or placing of reserves is necessary as this is a 
chasing start and all runners entered may run in the main classes. 

START LISTS 
Lists will be posted on Eventor andwww.luletrippeln.nu once the 
overall SL results have been updated following Saturday’s event. 
Start lists will also be posted at the quarantine, start and arena. 

PRE-RACE RETIRALS 
Runners no longer intending to run should inform the organiser by 9 
am on Sunday 25/5 at the latest. Up until 24/5 notification should be 
sent to jan-ola.lindberg@telia.com . Thereafter via tel. +46 (0)70-559 
06 26. 

RUNNER REGISTRATION 
Silva League runners should register at the Silva League information 
point in the arena for checking-off, issue of number bibs, final details 
and GPS vests (if required). 

NUMBER BIBS 
To be worn by all Silva League runners. These can be collected at 
the SL information point in the arena. Please bring your own safety-
pins. Numbers are to be worn on the chest unfolded and fully visible. 

Numbers as per the following sequence: 

D21: 1 -  D20: 201 -  D18: 401 - 
H21: 101 -  H20: 301 -  H18: 501 - 

 
Competitors representing non-Swedish clubs will not be able to 
collect their number bibs unless their entry fees have been paid. 

GPS 
A list of runners who are to wear GPS tracking devices will be posted 
on Eventor, in the arena and at the quarantine and start. Note that 
this also applies to the leading runners in HD18 and HD20. Vests are 
to be collected from the information point in the arena in good time 
before start. The GPS unit is collected at the start at the earliest 30 
minutes before start time. Runners choosing not to wear an allocated 
GPS unit will be disqualified 

RENTED SI CARDS 
Can be collected from the entry on the day registration in the arena. 

COURSE LENGTHS 
D21: 10.4 km  D20: 7.3 km  D18: 6.7 km 
H21: 13.1 km  H20: 11.0 km  H18: 9.0 km 

 
STARTS 
Distance arena – Start 1 ~2800 m. Follow orange/white tape. 
Warm-up on the route to and at the start. 
Toilets and drinking water are available at the start. 
Clothing will be transported by the organisers from the start to the 
event arena. 

QUARANTINE / PRE-START 
Runners shall have left the arena by 10 am at the latest and register 
at the pre-start by Start 1 according to the following timetable: 
HD21: 10.20  HD20: 10.20  HD18: 09.50 
 
FIRST START 
HD21: 11.00  HD20: 10.30  HD18: 10.00 
 
START PROCEDURE 
Chasing start based on previous results in the Silva League. One 
start lane per class, runners will be asked enter the lane 5 minutes 
before start. Control descriptions issued in the start lane. Runners 
start on the marshal’s signal.. 

Maps are in boxes clearly marked with the class. Men to the left, 
women to the right. Marshals will be in place but it is the runner’s 
responsibility to take the correct map. Follow the taped route to the 
start control. 

For those runners who do not have any points from before, a mass 
start will take place 20 minutes after the first starter in each class. In 
this mass start, runners will be allowed to step forward to the maps 2 
minutes before the start. Control descriptions will be placed at the 
map and can be picked up by the runner before start. The start will 
be signalled by a marshal’s whistle. The runners take their map and 
follow the taped route to the start control. 

LATE START 
Register late arrival at the start, 11.20 at the latest, and follow the 
marshal’s instructions.
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SILVA LEAGUE-SPECIFIC INFORMATION (CONT’D) 
 
SPECTATOR CONTROL, MAP EXCHANGE 
On Sunday, a spectator control and map exchange for all Silva 
League classes will be located at the arena. 

Punching at the spectator control is in the centre of the arena 

Map exchange is located after the spectator control. Maps for the 
second loop are placed in a box clearly marked with the respective 
class. The class is also marked on the back of the maps. Men to the 
left, women to the right. Marshals will be in place but it is the 
responsibility of the runner to take the correct map.  

After completion of the race, the map for the first loop can be picked 
up at the finish by showing your number bib. 

After the spectator control and map exchange, a coaching area is 
marked on the route to the new start control. 

ESTIMATED WINNING TIMES  
D21: 80 min  D20: 65 min  D18: 60 min 
H21: 85 min  H20: 75 min  H18: 60 min 

FINISH 
Finish and recording of time are coupled to punching of the finish 
control, approximately 2 metres behind the finish line. All competitors 
then proceed to download and the return of GPS units. In the event 
of discrepancies regarding the finishing order when crossing the 
finishing line, finish line cameras and a finish judge will be used. 

Water and Sports drink (Vitargo) will be available in the forest and at 
the spectator control / map exchange. Water will be available at the 
start and finish. Runners may also make their own arrangements for 
supply of drinks at the marked point after the map exchange 

 
 

LULETRIPPELN-SPECIFIC INFORMATION 
 

FIRST START 
10.00 

ENTRY ON THE DAY 
At the arena between 09.00 and 11.00. Starts for open classes 
(Öppna klasser), INSK and U classes from 10.00 to 11.30. 

RENTAL OF SI CARD 
This can be done at a cost of 30 SEK at the same time as entry on 
the day registration. Non-return or loss of an SI card will incur a 
charge of 330 SEK. Payment for runners who do not belong to a club 
or runners from non-Swedish clubs should be made at registration. 
For members of Swedish clubs, fees will be invoiced after the event. 

START 2 
Other (non elite) classes. 

From the arena: approx. 1200 m. Follow orange/blue tapes. 
No clothing transfer. Runners should make their own arrangements. 
There are no toilets provided at this start. 

LATE START 
Register late arrival at the start and follow the marshal’s instructions 

MARKED PATHS AND ROUTES 
Some unclear paths have been marked in the terrain using white 
tape. 

The easier courses follow and unclear path on the way to the last 
control. This path has been marked using white tape.. 

Taped routes marked with a dashed violet line on the map are 
marked with white tape in the terrain.  

FINISH 
Finish and recording of time are coupled to punching of the finish 
control. All competitors then proceed to download. 

DRINKS 
Water will be available at the finish as well as in the forest (for the 
longer courses). 

 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

TERRAIN DESCRIPTION 
Forest crossed by two forest roads. Mainly detailed terrain but with 
areas lacking in obvious features. The entire area is almost 
completely free of “gridline” features. 

Moderately hilly with very detailed slopes. 

Runnability is very good on the open rock surfaces but more limited 
in regions of denser woodland and rock-strewn terrain. Vegetation 
consists of mature deciduous woodland along with pockets of 
younger birch and pine. 

A partially separate and less hilly competition area with more obvious 
navigational features is used for the shorter junior courses. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION (CONT’D) 
 
MAP 
Bälingeberget, Newly drawn 2013 by Robert Micek, Daniel Lebar and 
Zdenek Sokolar. Laser-printed scale 1:7500 for HD60-, offset printed 
scale 1:15000 for classes HD16-HD35. Laser-printed scale 1:10000 
for all others. Contour interval 5 m. 

LOCAL SYMBOLS 

 Black cross = 
Collapsed hunting tower 
Barbeque 
Farm machinery 

    
CONTROL DESCRIPTIONS 
Printed on the map. Also available loose at the start, max 5 x 17 cm. 

CONTROLS/PUNCHING SYSTEM 
Controls are marked with an orange/white kite, control code, two SI 
units and a pin-punch. 

In parts of the competition area controls lie very close to each other. 
Runners are advised to pay extra attention to the control codes. 

Control posts with kite and control code from Saturday’s event are 
still in the forest. SI units are not fitted on these posts. These use 
different control codes from today’s event. 

MAXIMUM TIME 
180 minutes. 

RESULTS 
Preliminary results will be posted in the arena. Final results will be 
published at www.luletrippeln.nu and on Eventor after the event. 

PRIZEGIVING 
For Silva League classes, flower ceremony and prizegiving at the 
finish at 12.45. 

Runners in INSK and U classes will receive prizes as they finish. 

The number of prizes and time for prizegiving for HD10-HD16 will be 
posted in the arena. 

In all other classes, prizes will be awarded to the winner. A number 
of prizes will also be lotted out. Winners have their prizegiving 
directly after the SL classes. A list of winners of lotted prizes will be 
posted in the arena. Prizes can be collected from the servery. 

LIVE COVERAGE AND GPS-TRACKING  
Live coverage with speaker commentary, results and GPS-tracking 
are available at www.luletrippeln.nu.  

MINIKNAT / STRING COURSE 
In the arena. Starts from 09.00 to 10.00, 20 SEK per entry 

CHILDMINDING 
Childminding is not available as it had not been requested. 

FOOD AND DRINK 
Opens at 09.00, offering pasta salad, hamburgers, hot and cold 
drinks, cakes and sweets. Milk-free and gluten-free alternatives will 
be available. 

FIRST AID 
First Aid is available in the arena. They have contact with control 
marshals and are able to collect injured runners from the forest. 

For other healthcare issues, please contact the on-duty service at 
Stadsvikens vårdcentral (Stadsvikens Health Centre) in Luleå. 

SHOWERS AND TOILETS 
Warmed outdoor showers close to the arena. 

Toilets are available as follows: 10 in the arena, 3 at Start 1 and 2 at 
the showers. 

SPORTS EQUIPMENT TRADERS 
Keltamäki, www.keltamaki.com will be selling orienteering equipment 
in the arena. Cash payment only. 

PRESS 
Please refer to the press contact for access to parking, coffee tickets, 
workplace and suitable photo opportunities/positions for taking 
photos.  

COMPETITION RULES 
These event details apply for all competitors together with SOFT’s 
“Tävlingsregler för orientering v 2.0”. 

For all SL competitors, additional rules set out in ” Förutsättningar 
för SL 2014” also apply. 

PROTESTS 
Registration of all protests should be made at the protest/complaints 
point in the event office. 

Verbal or written registration of complaints or protests should be 
submitted as soon as possible but at the latest 2 hours after the end 
of the competition. 

PRINCIPAL EVENT OFFICIALS 
Event organiser: Anders Bennitz +46 70 2207870 
Competition organiser: Eva Leffler +46 70 2501883 
Planner: Tage Nordberg 
Regulations: Eva Leffler,  +46 70 2501883 

Jury: Chair: Bo Klamfelt, Tibro OK  
 (+46 70 3942701) 
 Tom Hollowell, OK Tyr 
 Clas Fries, Umeå OK 
 Ann Jansson, Älvsby IF OK 

OF:s competition controller:  Frans Wickbom 
OF:s course controller: Kjell Sandström 
OF:s mapping controller: Kjell Mörtberg 
SOFT:s organiser’s coach:  Bo Klamfelt +46 70 3942701 

Speaker:  Per Forsberg 
Press contact: Per Ögren +46 70 5296795 
IOF Event Adviser: Bo Klamfelt 


